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Question: 116

SRDF/A MSC has been configured between two sites. There are two PowerMax arrays at the source site and two
PowerMax arrays at the target site. An SRDF/A MSC trip event has occurred.

What happens if the Receive Delta Set on one of the target arrays is incomplete?

A. Transmit Delta set is discarded
B. Session is marked as No Cleanup required
C. Receive Delta Set data is discarded
D. Session is marked as Cleanup required

Answer: D

Explanation:

The correct answer is D. When an SRDF/A MSC trip event occurs, the Receive Delta Set on the target arrays is
checked for completeness. If the Receive Delta Set is incomplete on any of the target arrays, the session is marked as
Cleanup required. This means that the data on the target arrays is not consistent and needs to be cleaned up before
resuming SRDF/A replication. The symstar cleanup command can be used to discard the incomplete Receive Delta Set
data and resume SRDF/A replication from the last consistent point

Question: 117 

Refer to exhibit.

SRDF device pairs are suspended by the administrator.

Which symrdf command was issued next?

A. symrdf swap
B. symrdf set bias
C. svmrdf split
D. svmdrfhalf swap

Answer: C

Explanation:



The symrdf split command is used to suspend SRDF/A replication and make both R1 and R2 devices read/write
enabled. This is useful for testing purposes or for creating point-in-time copies of data on both sides. The symrdf
establish command can be used to resume SRDF/A replication after a split operation. The exhibit shows that both R1
and R2 devices are read/write enabled and have a Split status, which indicates that a symrdf split command was issued
next2

Question: 118

 Refer to exhibit.

Which correctly describes a possible configuration created by SYMACL?

A. Only BASECNTROL access type
B. Hosts that are part of AdminGrp proup
C. Only ADMINRD access type
D. Physical hosts that are part of EmcMgmtGrp group

Answer: B

Explanation:

The symauth command is used to manage user authorization for SYMCLI commands. The exhibit shows the output of
the symauth -list command, which displays the user groups and access types defined for SYMCLI commands. The
output shows that there are two user groups: AdminGrp and EmcMgmtGrp. The AdminGrp group has ADMINRD
access type, which means that users in this group can run any SYMCLI command with read-only access. The
EmcMgmtGrp group has BASECONTROL access type, which means that users in this group can run only a subset of
SYMCLI commands with read/write access. Therefore, the correct description of a possible configuration created by
SYMACL is hosts that are part of AdminGrp group2

Question: 119



Refer to exhibit.

Who has access to run the symaudit Clist commands based on the symauth output shown in the exhibit?

A. Bob and Frank only
B. Jackie, Jenn. and Ji
C. Beth only
D. Beth, Bob, and Frank

Answer: C

Explanation:

The symaudit -list command is used to display audit records for SYMCLI commands. The exhibit shows the output of
the symauth -list command, which displays the user groups and access types defined for SYMCLI commands. The
output shows that there are two user groups: AdminGrp and EmcMgmtGrp. The AdminGrp group has ADMINRD
access type, which means that users in this group can run any SYMCLI command with read-only access. The
EmcMgmtGrp group has BASECONTROL access type, which means that users in this group can run only a subset of
SYMCLI commands with read/write access. However, the output also shows that there are two exceptions for specific
users: Beth and Frank. Beth has ADMINRD access type for all commands, which overrides her membership in
EmcMgmtGrp group. Frank has BASECONTROL access type for all commands, which overrides his membership in
AdminGrp group. Therefore, the only user who has access to run the symaudit -list command based on the symauth
output shown in the exhibit is Beth, since she has ADMINRD access type for all commands2

Question: 120



A disaster occurred at the workload site of an SRDF/Star configuration. The administrator decides to move the
workload to the Synchronous site (Site B).

What symstar command should be used before the workload switch?

A. disable
B. halt
C. unpFOlecl
D. cleanup

Answer: B

Explanation:

The symstar halt command is used to write disable devices and synchronize SRDF data to remote sites in an
SRDF/Star configuration. This command ensures that all sites have a consistent copy of data before switching the
workload site from one site to another. Therefore, the symstar halt command should be used before the workload
switch in case of a disaster at the workload site of an SRDF/Star configuration1

Question: 121

A PowerMax storage group is no longer SL compliant. No changes to application I/O profile have occurred.

Which factor is most likely responsible for the SL compliance impact?

A. Noisy Neighbor issue
B. Queue depth full event
C. Host queue depth setting was changed
D. Performance thresholds were exceeded

Answer: A

Explanation:

A noisy neighbor issue occurs when one or more applications consume more resources than expected, causing
performance degradation for other applications. This can affect the SL compliance of a storage group, as the service
level defines the expected response time and performance for the applications in that group. If a noisy neighbor
consumes too much cache, bandwidth, or CPU cycles, it can cause the SL compliance to drop below the target level.
Therefore, answer A is correct.

B, C, and D are incorrect because they are not likely to cause SL compliance impact for a storage group. Queue depth
full event (B) is a host-side issue that occurs when the host queue depth is too low or the host I/O rate is too high,
causing the host to stop sending I/O requests to the array. Host queue depth setting Â© is also a host-side parameter
that determines how many I/O requests can be queued by the host. Performance thresholds (D) are user-defined values
that trigger alerts when certain metrics exceed or fall below the specified levels. None of these factors affect the SL
compliance of a storage group on the array.

Question: 122

A host is issuing I/O to a PowerMax.



What happens if the cache space fills up?

A. I/O will be serviced at the speed of the destination device
B. I/O will be queued until an empty cache slot is available
C. Cache is permanently flushed
D. Cache is temporarily disabled

Answer: B

Explanation:

When the cache space fills up, I/O will be queued until an empty cache slot is available. This is because PowerMax
operates as a cache-centric architecture, where all data is passed through cache before being stored on disk. Cache is
used to buffer incoming and outgoing data, as well as to support various functions such as replication and data
reduction. When cache is full, the array cannot accept any more data until some cache slots are freed up by flushing
data to disk or invalidating stale data. Therefore, answer B is correct.

A, C, and D are incorrect because they do not describe what happens when cache space fills up. I/O will not be
serviced at the speed of the destination device (A), as this would bypass the cache and degrade performance. Cache is
not permanently flushed Â© or temporarily disabled (D), as this would result in data loss or corruption.

Question: 123

Which external storage can be connected to PowerMax using DX emulation?

A. Data Domain
B. Unity
C. PowerStore
D. Compellent

Answer: A

Explanation:

Data Domain is the only external storage that can be connected to PowerMax using DX emulation. DX emulation is a
specialized back-end DA emulation that handles SAN attached disks. DX directors are configured on existing
PowerMax front-end Fibre Channel ports and are required to be implemented in pairs for high availability. DX
emulation is used to support ProtectPoint technology, which integrates primary storage with Data Domain protection
storage to accelerate backup and recovery. Therefore, answer A is correct1.

B, C, and D are incorrect because they are not external storage that can be connected to PowerMax using DX
emulation. Unity (B), PowerStore Â©, and Compellent (D) are primary storage arrays that do not support ProtectPoint
technology or DX emulation.




